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Homework is one part of the student’s life that cannot be forgotten. Though there are guidelines now in giving an assignment or homework to the learners, it is better to recall what can contribute to the learners.

Homework instructs the learners to go deeply with the lesson. The learners have profound learning by reviewing the lessons taught by the teacher. Through homework, learners may completely grasp the concepts of the subject matter.

Homework teaches time management. Having a homework makes a one manages the time well. He or she learns to divide time in different activities in the school. The child also learns to spend time wisely and usefully.

Homework makes a learner focused on a particular priority. Because of the homework for the day, the child is able to prioritize. He or she may think that it is right away before doing other things in the house.
Homework lets the learners work independently. The learners become independent in doing things particularly the ones related to studies. Thinking and doing homework by oneself without relying on others is a good habit.

Homework makes the parents see that their children are focusing in their studies. Through the assignment given by the teacher, the parents could determine if their children are consistently doing their school work and truly connected to their studies.

Homework develops the sense of responsibility. The learners become more responsible because they have something to do at home. Further, they realize the value of work since they exert efforts in doing an assignment.

Homework develops the resourcefulness of the child. Through homework the child may conduct researches in order to seek for information and data. It teaches the child to consider various reading materials that are instrumental to learning.

Homework teaches the learner to be well-organized. The well-organized person was trained by homework. Homework makes you write well by organizing correct answers and by providing possible solutions and explanations. The ideas are organized for better learning.

It is said that homework is significant for it brings numerous benefits to the child.
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